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Mariner Hockey Wall of
Fame Celebrates Silver Bay
Hockey History

Climate Change: Musings
and Studies from Lake
Superior's North Shore

By Kitty Mayo

By Kitty Mayo
Katya Gordon is a resounding
voice attending to climate change
already, through her sailing adventures, and her regular climate
column in the Lake County News
Chronicle.

The history of hockey in Silver
Bay is being preserved with a
newly installed “Mariner
Hockey Wall of Fame” at
Rukavina Arena.
Mike Guzzo, long-time hockey
coach, Blue Line Club member,
and arena manager, says that
making sure credit is given to
those who were instrumental in
starting the hockey program
early on is important as he nears
retirement.
“I'm glad this is getting started
with the pioneers of Mariner
Hockey in Silver Bay, these guys
are basically the ones that started
hockey in Silver Bay,” said
Guzzo.
Guzzo met with Frank Dumas,
Pete Richard and Gary Olson,
the trio who had persisted in taking on this project.
With a framed sign made by
Olson in place at the arena, the
first three pioneers were ready to
be inducted. Three plaques are
now in place for Art Anderson,
the first coach for Silver Bay
High School, Lino Rauzi, who
rallied the school and the city to
start the high school program,

and one of the longest-serving
hockey coaches, Roger Koster.
Guzzo says there are plans to
put up a couple more plaques after the first of the year, then making inductions every season.
“Recognizing the people that
started and grew youth hockey
and high school hockey is key to
the tradition of hockey we have
today, as the Mariners became
the North Shore Storm,” Guzzo
said.
A special event will be held just
prior to the first boys North
Shore Storm game by recognizing the first three inductees to the
Wall of Fame.
“This is a tradition of hockey
here that goes back to the first
team in 1964 and the Mariner
hockey pioneers. We want
people, old time hockey fans, to
come out and recognize these
guys with us,” Guzzo said.
The North Shore Storm's first
boys hockey game will be held at
Rukavina Arena in Silver Bay on
Thursday, November 29th at 7:00
pm. Coffee and cake will be
served in celebration of the unveiling of the Wall of Fame.

Her new book, “Climate
Change: Musings and Studies
from Lake Superior's North
Shore, is a look at how climate
change is occuring right in
Gordon's home of Two Harbors,
and all along the shore of the Big
Lake.
“Big Waves, Small Boat, Two
Kids: A Family Adventure” was
Gordon's first book, published in
2012. “Big Waves” chronicled
the year the Gordons spent
aboard their sailboat, along with
Katya's husband, Mark, and their
two young daughters. That book
was nominated for a Northeastern Minnesota Book Award.
Released in September of 2018,
Gordons latest book aspires to
illustrate climate change that is
happening around us on the
North Shore, as she simultaneously urges the reader to see
themselves as agents of change.
Interesting questions that Gordon raises include:
• Why should we be bummed
about a bit of warming in such
a cold and forbidding place?
Isn't a slightly longer growing
season for our gardens, and
more days to take that rare

swim in Lake Superior kind of
nice? You might be surprised
by some of her answers.
• And, how are poverty and all
the associated social challenges with it related to climate change? Gordon makes
compelling connections between global warming's negative impacts, and how the
marginalized among us are hit
harder.
A compilation of her columns
and blogs between 2012 and
2018, Gordon's topics range
from how rapid climate change
is already affecting us in the
northland to how creative problem solving is already underway.
Half of the profits from the
book will go to support the Citizens' Climate Lobby. Citizens'
Climate Lobby is an international group working for climate
education and action.
You can find Gordon's book
for sale at:
www.amicusadventuresailing.com.
Gordon will also be giving a presentation on her book at the Two
Harbors Library on November
29, at 7:00 pm.
A belief that good information
and collaborative solutions can
“save winter”, as Gordon says,
she ends the book with an open
invitation to the reader: “Come
find me, and tell me your story. I
know you have one.”

Local Shopping Has Huge Returns on the Dollar
By Kitty Mayo
I love the convenience of internet shopping as much as the
next person, however, this is always a good time of year to
think about how our “click-tocart” behavior might impact the
businesses right here in our own
hometowns.
• Jobs. Some estimates state
that local businesses and independent retailers create twice
as many jobs as major internet
companies, and those jobs are
right here where we live.
• Economy. Local shops pay local taxes, employ our friends
and neighbors, and use local
resources.
• Identity. While the wilderness

and water are a great deal to do
with our identity as
northlanders, the character of
the buildings and the people in
them also add to what makes
our northern culture. I think of
the Finland Co-op and its beautiful mural, Two Harbors' old
Swedish Mercantile that now
houses Architectural Antiques,
and the cozy vintage feel of the
Cascade Lodge near Lutsen that
color the landscape of what
makes the northshore identity.
For those businesses to thrive
and keep their buildings strong,
they need local support.
• Entrepreneurship. We all have
a little entrepreneurial spirit and
supporting those courageous
enough to strike out into local

business is an excellent way to
honor that sense of adventure
and encourage future growth.
• Environmental Health. It's
amazing that sitting in my own
home I can command the delivery of endless products from
around the globe, and sometimes cheaper than walking into
a local store. However, the estimate of cost really shouldn't
end with my immediate pocket
book. Billions of gallons of fossil fuels are burned each year so
that you and I can benefit from
international shipping. Planes,
trains, and semis all are chugging away so that we get our
packages to our doorstep. Simply put: Buying local can diminish the amount of carbon

emissions sent into the atmosphere.
• Community connections. Often rightly accused of being an
introverted lot (sometimes bordering on reclusive), some
northlanders are drawn by personality type to the anonymity
of online shopping. However,
studies show that sustaining
social connections are one of
the most powerful ways we
can live in better health. Getting out into our local shops
gives us the chance to bump
into old acquaintances, have
conversations that knit our
communities together, and remember: We'll all in this together.
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